
October Art Newsletter 

Each class has been working on fall 

inspired projects. Here is one project for 

each grade that they have done so far.  

 

 

 

Kinder- Ghosts- The class is explained what 

positive and negative space is and what it looks like in art. 

They were then given a picture of a ghost outline. Using 

watercolors and their finger they added orange, purple and 

black fingerprints to the negative space.  

 

 

 

1
st
- Fall Leafs- The class started out sketching 

different leafs on a paper. After, they were given red, 

orange, green and yellow paint on a pallet. They mixed 

colors to paint unique and realistic leafs changing from 



one color to another like real leafs do in autumn. The 

following week they used watercolor paint to paint a sky 

using blue and purple.  

 

 

 

2
nd

- Paper Corn Stalks- Each student was given 

two yellow football shapes of paper. They added different 

colors of tissue paper on top of them and they glued them 

together. The next class they painted on bubble wrap and 

placed their project on top while adding soft taps to the 

project so it picks up the bubble texture. They will let them 

dry and then add them to colored construction paper. 

 

 

3
rd

- Pumpkin Patterns- In the corner of the 

square the students will draw a pumpkin then add 5 lines 

in the background. In each shape the lines make they will 

add a pattern, design or Halloween object in the shapes. 

Each one will be different. They will use colored pencils to 

add color to their picture.  



 

 

 

4
th
- Class Community Project of Fall 

Leafs- Each student will trace a leaf I the middle of a 5 

by 5 paper. Then measure 3 inches on all four sides of the 

paper. Then create an arch line connecting the 

measurements so when placed together they make a full 

oval. They will use colored pencils to add color.  

 

 

 

 

5
th
- Masks- Have a class discussion on symmetry 

then they are going to create a mask with lots of details, 

lines and patterns.  

 

 

 



 

 

6
th
- Mirror Animals- I will go over positive and 

negative space to refresh their memory. They will then 

trace an animal out of my pile on both sides of the paper. 

Then they will add Zen tangles on one side they will do 

Zen tangles in the positive space and the other side they 

will do Zen tangle on the negative space.  

 

 

 

7
th
- Zen Tangle Fruit Bowls- They will start by 

using a ruler and making about 8 different lines all over the 

paper. Then in each shape the lines make they will create 

a complex pattern. Then outline everything with sharpie. 

The following week they will make a still life by observing a 

bowl of fruit on the tables. Then they will cut them out and 

glue them on their Zen tangle page. 

 

 

 



 

 

8
th
- Sugar Skulls- On a paper the class is going to 

design their own sugar scull. They will have a class 

discussion on what a sugar skull is and the holiday that it 

is for. Then they will add paint to it to finish the look.  

 


